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CHICK AGING PROTOCOL
Saltmarsh Habitat & Avian Research Program
Standard Operating Procedure

Goal: To age tidal marsh sparrow (Saltmarsh Sparrow, Seaside Sparrow, and
Nelson’s Sparrow) chicks in the field.
General Approach: To use physical developmental characteristics (such as
feather tract and pin feather appearance, feather unsheathing, etc.) to age tidal
marsh sparrow chicks (Saltmarsh, Seaside, and Nelson’s Sparrows).
Notes: Each individual chick should be aged using this protocol independent of
known age at each nest monitoring visit. As a result, chicks in the same nest may
be classified as different ages based upon their characteristics. This will allow us to
understand the variation in known age versus developmental characteristics.
Chicks that have just hatched will be given an age of “day 0” and each day
thereafter will increase by 1. This protocol can and should be expanded upon and
clarified over time. We are especially looking for suggestions on the following age
characteristics: 1. Neck stretching during begging and 2. Vocalizations.
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Version history
Date
Revised

Summary of Changes

May 2021

-Created this table to start
tracking changes
-Many updates from 2011
version of document
including: specification of
age characteristics to each
day (no ranges), new photos,
new formatting

Reason for Change

Author

Notes

Sam Apgar

This protocol was created with
input from the SHARP team in
Spring 2019 to update the 2011
protocol. It was reorganized
and edited again in May 2021
prior to finalization.
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Day 0
-Just hatched, often wet or drying
-Tiny (egg-sized), possibly wrinkly,
slightly red
-Day 0 chicks may be in fetal position
or don’t appear to be able to stretch
fully (as compared to a Day 1 chick)
-Eyes shut
-Egg tooth may be visible on bill
-Seaside Sparrows are always bigger
than Saltmarsh Sparrow chicks
-Mass of Saltmarsh Sparrow chick is
roughly 2g
-Peep can barely be heard by the human
ear
Saltmarsh Sparrow
Left chick day 1, right chick (in egg) day 0
Photo by S. Biesemier

Day 1
-Still very small and pink
-Down feathers are dry, unless nest is
wet
-Eyes shut
-Alar and dorsal tracts darker than day 0
-Small but slightly larger than day 0
(bigger than an egg)
-Able to lay down flat, less curled, more
flexible
-Capable of rolling over

Saltmarsh Sparrow
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Day 2
-Bigger than days 0 or 1
-Starting to look more like a chick
-Eyes still shut
-Just a hint of feather tracts (feather
tracts darkening) coming in on alar,
dorsal, humeral, and capital tracts
-Alar tract may have extremely tiny
pin feathers

Saltmarsh Sparrow

Day 3
-Eyes still shut
-Feather tracts are now obvious (and
visible on alar, dorsal, and femoral
tracts)
-Little pinpoints on wings (alar tract)
-Very, very tiny rectrices
-Seaside sparrow and Saltmarsh sparrow
chicks can easily be differentiated now:
Seaside has white bill and Saltmarsh bill
beginning to yellow (at the gape aka
baby lips).

Saltmarsh Sparrow
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Day 4
-Eyes can now open into a slit, but not
fully
-Pin feathers on wings now obvious
-Pin feathers on some other tracts,
including dorsal and femoral

Seaside Sparrow

Day 5
-Eyes can fully open, but may look
squinty
-Medium-sized
-Pin feathers obvious on all tracts, but
feathers still sheathed
-Tips of pin feathers light-colored
-Retrices clearly visible now

Saltmarsh Sparrow
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Day 6
-Eyes fully open
-Elongated pin feathers on all tracts,
but none are unsheathing yet
-Legs may no longer be chubby and
many chicks are beginning to start
holding themselves upright
-Chicks may make sounds at this age
-Chick overall looking quite blue
- Chicks can be banded at this age if
using a 1B band (and legs are no
longer swollen), but it is strongly
recommended to wait until day 7 or
older if possible. Different sites have
used both size 1B and 1 bands for
Saltmarsh sparrows- communicate
with PI or crew leader in advance.
Saltmarsh Sparrow

Saltmarsh Sparrow
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Day 7
-Bandable!
-Feathers opened on back (dorsal tract)
and sides (femoral tract), but just
barely beginning to break through on
the wings
-Often no feathers breaking through on
the head or neck, but might be able to
see a very, very small feather tip
-Seaside and Saltmarsh size difference
is obvious now
-Saltmarsh beak very bright yellow
-Seaside beak dull white to off-white
-Tarsus is less swollen, more rigid.

Saltmarsh Sparrow

Saltmarsh Sparrow
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Day 8
-The feathers on the back should now
be fully exposed, unfurled enough to
mostly cover the two bare apteria on
either side of the dorsal feather track
-Feather sheath breakthroughs on the
wing feathers are now obvious
-Some feathers are starting to open on
the lower head and neck
-Crown feathers still mostly in pin

Saltmarsh Sparrow

Day 9
-Feathers opening up around the head but
the center of the crown is still in pin.
-Saltmarsh Sparrow overall appearance
starting to look very orange

Seaside Sparrow
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Day 10
-Head is quite feathered as is the whole body
-This age now looks like a “real chick” (i.e., you can picture this bird as a
fledgling)
-You probably won't find a chick older than this and if you do (on occasion up to
day 12), but it is hard to age exactly.
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